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ABSTRACT
Monitoring the environment using electronic systems in harsh environments requires materials and processes that can withstand harsh
environments. Environmental harshness can come from the surrounding temperature, varying pressure, intense radiation, reactive
chemicals, humidity, salinity, or a combination of any of these conditions. Here, we present graphene as a candidate for a multisensory
ﬂexible platform in harsh-environment applications. We designed sensors for harsh environments like high temperature (operating range up
to 650  C), high salinity, and chemical harsh environments (pH sensing) on a single ﬂexible polyimide sheet. The high-temperature graphene
sensor gives a sensitivity of 260% higher than the Pt-based sensor. The temperature sensor acts between metal and a thermistor, thereby
providing an opportunity to classify the region depending on temperature (<210  C linear and > 210  C up to 650  C as quadratic).
Improved performances are observed for salinity and pH sensing in comparison with existing non-graphene solutions. The simple transfer
free fabrication technique of graphene on a ﬂexible platform and laser-induced graphene on a ﬂexible polyimide sheet opens the potential for
harsh-environment monitoring and multisensory graphene skin in future applications.
C 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
V

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0017769

With progressive developments in the ﬁeld of Internet of Things
(IoT) and Internet of Everything (IoE), miniaturized sensors that can
be integrated with all kinds of environments have gained signiﬁcant
attraction from researchers. One of the fundamental parameters playing an important role in all disciplines of life is temperature and hence
forms an integral part of devices for health monitoring,1–7 environmental monitoring,8–12 artiﬁcial electronic-skin (e-skin),13–15 and
many more emerging applications. Most of the monitoring applications require multiple sensors integrated on a single platform, and
hence, recent works combine temperature, pressure, salinity, humidity,
proximity, and ﬂow sensing on a single platform.11,13,16 Generally, sensors rely on the change in speciﬁc physical, mechanical, or chemical
properties of the active material to detect the change that also dictates
the application of sensors. Flexible and stretchable electronics have
recently enabled myriads of opportunities and emerging applications.
Metals, metal oxides, and ceramics are trivially at the heart of sensors;
however, they are limited naturally by their bulkiness, inﬂexibility, and
fragility for use in emerging applications. Consequently, thin-ﬁlm metals, graphene, carbon nanotube (CNT), and carbon ﬁber are used in
naturally ﬂexible polymeric materials like ECOFLEX, polyethylene
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terephthalate (PET), polyimide (PI), papers, and polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) to make physically ﬂexible and robust sensors that can be
used for a variety of applications.17–24
Graphene is one of the most popular 2D materials since the ﬁrst
demonstration of exfoliation using micro-mechanical cleaving in 2004.
It has been extensively studied for superior properties like high electron mobility, mechanical strength, optical properties, and thermal
conductivity,25–28 and more recently been explored for sensing applications. High-quality single-layer graphene (SLG) can be obtained
using a relatively simple chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process.29
Consequently, there have been hundreds of studies conducted on
using graphene-based sensors and electronic devices focused on health
monitoring applications. However, challenges of defect-free transferring on the ﬂexible substrates continue to pose signiﬁcant challenges
in process integration. Besides, the reliability of interconnects on the
metal/graphene/polymer interface hinders the ready adaptability.
Consequently, an effective method of production of porous graphene
ﬁlms using laser irradiation called laser-induced-graphene (LIG) has
recently emerged, which is promising.22–24,30,31 The electrical conductivity of LIG contacts relies strongly on the degree of photo-thermal
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laser ablation of the material, which is dependent on the lasing output
power during scribing.32
Despite having reported excellent electrical, mechanical, and
thermal properties, graphene as sensing materials for emerging applications in harsh environments has not been explored signiﬁcantly.
Electronic devices used in harsh environments must be designed to
withstand extreme conditions like extreme low or high temperatures,
high radiation, high salinity, high pressure, or any other environment
deviant from normal working surroundings. Temperature is one of
the most critical parameters that can alter the electronic properties
inﬂuencing their performance. Hence, it is important to choose the
materials for harsh environments that are suitable for speciﬁc applications like marine environment monitoring (highly saline), space explorations (high temperature), and chemically harsh environments.20
Graphene has been known to have superior properties such as a high
electron mobility of 200 000 cm2 (V s)1, an outstanding thermal conductivity in the range of 2000–5300 W m1 K1, a high speciﬁc surface
area of 2600 m2 g1, and very high Young’s modulus around
1000 GPa.25,33–35 These properties lead to demonstrations of graphene
as an active material for sensing applications (gas, ﬂow, pressure,
humidity, and temperature), in addition to the active electronic devices.18,30,36 However, these are individual sensing applications and lack
multisensory integration. Furthermore, these superior properties,
which can make graphene an indispensable material choice for the
harsh environment sensing applications, have been underexplored.
Hence, we present here a graphene-based ﬂexible multisensory platform that can be used in harsh environments to monitor hightemperature, conductivity (salinity), and pH of the medium. We ﬁrst
demonstrate CVD-grown SLG and LIG for high-temperature sensing
applications using a simple transfer free fabrication process followed
by device characterization for salinity and pH measurements.
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We use two approaches to fabricate the multisensory graphene
skin platform as illustrated in Fig. 1. Chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) of graphene on the copper foil is a well-established method
now to obtain high-quality thin graphene.29,37 Typically, the grown
graphene is transferred on the ﬁnal substrate using polymer-assisted
transfer techniques; however, adhesion, establishing contacts, patterning, and damage-free transfer remain major challenges for
ﬂexible substrates. Here, we use a transfer-free process in which
high-quality graphene on a 25 lm thick Cu foil (from GrapheneaTM)
is initially patterned using lithography and then etched with nitric
acid (69% diluted in DI water) for 2 min. The obtained SLG on Cu
foil was already ﬂat and adhered to the Petri dish, which eliminates
the wrinkles and damage during spin coating. However, if it is grown
and the foil has wrinkles, then ﬁrst, it shall be gently pressed using a
glass slide to make it ﬂat without extensive damage and a temporary
carrier wafer with ecoﬂex/PDMS spin-coated and cured on it can be
used as a host to process lithography and other steps. Other techniques of laser scribing or dry etching can also be applied to pattern
the thin graphene. For the majority of ﬂexible electronics applications, PDMS, PI, or Ecoﬂex materials are used as a ﬁnal substrate,
which are usually available in solution form. We spin the ﬁnal ﬂexible polymer PDMS (SylgardTM 184) mixed at the ratio of 1:10 (curing agent to the elastomer) directly on this patterned foil and cure at
60  C for 90 min. This low-temperature direct curing allows good
binding of the patterned foil with the PDMS substrate, while supporting copper is chemically etched using Iron(III) nitrate or ferric
nitrate (nonahydrate solution prepared by mixing granules in
de-ionized water (DI water) at the ratio of 1:3 by weight). Thus, a
transparent multisensory graphene skin (G-skin) [Fig. 1(a) bottom
left inset] was achieved on a ﬂexible PDMS substrate without any
transfer method involved.

FIG. 1. Transfer free fabrication of graphene sensors on (a) PDMS as a ﬁnal substrate (the right inset image shows the patterned sensors on Cu after patterning graphene,
and the left image shows transparent ﬂexible sensors on PDMS) and (b) laser-induced graphene (LIG) sensors on PI. The scale bar is 4 mm.
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Although PDMS is a preferable material for many harsh environments where chemical, mechanical, and material stabilities are needed
in addition to ﬂexibility, it is not suitable for temperatures higher than
250  C. On the contrary, PI is mechanically and thermally very stable
material and also used heavily in ﬂexible electronics as a substrate
material. We can apply a similar process to obtain graphene on PI;
however, graphene has very poor adhesion with PI that can be easily
washed off and difﬁcult to notice on the PI substrate unlike clearly
visible structures on PDMS and SiO2 substrates.
Hence, we adopted laser ablation to form LIG-based sensors
using a CO2 laser on a thick (125 lm) PI sheet (DuPontTM KaptonV
HPP-ST IM301446)24,32,38 as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). First, the PI sheet
is attached to a glass slide of appropriate size to keep the sheet ﬂat during the ablation process. It is very critical to keep the surface ﬂat, which
allows having the overall substrate in the same z-plane (at ﬁxed focus)
for the laser beam during ablation. Having small air bubbles and wrinkles can create minor focus shifts that are enough to produce errors
during ablation like some portions will be properly focused forming
graphene, while other parts may not (not carbonizing the PI sheet).
Besides, the line widths (resolution of the lines) also depend on the
focus in addition to the wavelength of the laser (here, the wavelength
used is 10.6 lm). Thus, we have optimized critical parameters for
forming LIG as 3.5% output power (maximum output power 6 W),
3% movement speed (10 mm/s), 1000 PPI (pulses per inch), and a
focused beam spot (working distance 3 mm).
Physical characterization of CVD graphene at different stages of
the process and LIG were carried out using Raman spectroscopy and
are compared in Fig. 2(a). From Raman spectroscopy, we have
observed a very high-quality SLG proﬁle where a 2D peak is higher
than G in addition to having a negligible D peak that corresponds to
the defects. We compared the conventional PMMA (polymethyl
methacrylate)-assisted transfer method and our transfer free method
for direct transfer on the ﬂexible substrate, and we observed successful
transfer of the ﬁlm on both the rigid (SiO2) and ﬂexible substrate.
Although we observed D peak enhancement in both cases that correspond to minor defects, these are not signiﬁcant. Similarly, the Raman
spectra of LIG represent higher defects compared to SLG, while D and
G peaks are comparable to the 2D peak, revealing that LIG is thicker
and a multilayer graphene structure. 2D peaks were observed to
be around 2700 cm1 with a negligible Raman shift across all the
compared graphene material with the G peak around 1590 cm1.
Furthermore, D peaks were observed to show relatively large shifts
R

FIG. 2. (a) Physical characterization of CVD graphene on different substrates and
LIG using Raman spectroscopy. Pronounced 2D peaks for CVD graphene at different stages show high quality with fewer defects on transfer compared to LIG. (b)
Experimental setup for high-temperature sensor characterization.
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from 1350 cm1 for CVD graphene before transfer to 1280 cm1 for
both transferred layers on SiO2 and PI and 1350 cm1 for LIG. This
implies a possible introduction of defects in the samples, which can be
advantageous for sensing applications whereas not suitable for use as
active electronic material.
Typically, when graphene is used as active material in biosensors
or electrochemical sensors, they are for one-time use only. This is
mainly due to the functionalization and presence of speciﬁc enzymes/
biomarkers for a speciﬁc application. Here, we use it as a physical sensing device where its conductive material property is used as a replacement as metallic conductors. The multisensory platform hosts three
kinds of sensing capabilities: temperature, conductivity (salinity), and
pH of the solution, and show promising performance. The same ﬂexible structure can also be used in microelectromechanical (MEMS)based applications as a wearable multisensory platform for health
monitoring and ﬁtness tracking.
Most of the widely used temperature sensors are resistive temperature detectors (RTDs) having a typical fast response, high stability,
and high accuracy. These RTDs have a metal (like platinum) that
responds with increased resistance to increasing temperature. Here,
we have used graphene-based RTDs for high-temperature environment applications with the added ﬂexibility of the device. Two variations of temperature sensors were fabricated (Fig. 1) with 2 and 4
contact pads to have reliable measurement techniques, in which the
four-wire measurement method counters the possible effects of resistance from the connecting leads. The design of the RTD temperature
sensor resembles a serpentine shape widely reported in stretchable
applications.8,39 High-temperature characterization was performed in
a high-temperature probe station with a vacuum chamber as shown in
the experimental setup shown in Fig. 2(b). The temperature of the
heating element that holds the device located inside the closed vacuum
chamber can be controlled using a digital control box. The device is
placed on the heating element and connected externally to a source/
meter KeithleyTM using high-temperature connecting probes. For consistency of measurements, we have kept the constant voltage source 1
V across the device and recorded the corresponding changes in the
resistance as the temperature is increased from room temperature to
700  C at 10  C/min. A Pt-based temperature sensor was also fabricated on the PI sheet for comparison with the SLG temperature sensor.
Pt was chosen due to its common usage in many commercial RTDbased temperature sensors.
From Fig. 3(a), we can observe that both Pt and SLG respond fast
and withstand a high-temperature range. We observed a spike in the
measurement when the temperature goes beyond 630  C in both the
cases, which is evidence of substrate breakdown (or meltdown) and
hence device failure above this temperature. It is evident from the plot
that the overall change in resistance for the overall temperature range
for Pt-based temperature sensors (room temperature 25–630  C) is
very less compared to that of SLG. This means that the sensitivity of
Pt-based sensors is 0.31 X/ C with a linear response. Most of the
metals show a linear response to temperature, while thermistors
(mostly semiconductors) show non-linear (typically exponential)
responses. For SLG-based sensors, we have observed two types of
responses, linear response in the temperature range < 210  C and quadratic response proportional to T2 in the range > 210  C. The resistance of a device is deﬁned by the conduction of electrons; the number
of electrons increases with an increase in temperature, thereby
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FIG. 3. Multisensory graphene-skin characterization: (a) high-temperature SLG
sensor response to increasing temperature and (b) I–R response of LIG-based
high-temperature sensor; both SLG and LIG show substrate breakdown around
630  C. (c) Conductivity (salinity) sensor in comparison to the thin metal copperbased salinity sensor,10 and (b) pH sensor response to pH buffer solutions.

reducing the overall mobility. The electrical conductivity of SLG has
been known to be proportional to the carrier density and electron
mobility, which are temperature-dependent that can be written as
r ¼ 1/q ¼ qnl, with q-charge, n-carrier density, and l-mobility of the
mobile charges. Also, the mobility depends on various scattering
mechanisms such as defects, high-temperature annealing-induced
doping, phonons, surfaces, and the interface between the substrate and
graphene. For single-layer graphene, carrier density n has been
reported to be proportional to T2 at higher temperatures. Moreover,
disorders are introduced in graphene with the defects at the interface
increasing at high temperatures due to the annealing process. These
are more prevalent and signiﬁcant when metal/graphene contacts are
established.25,40–43 All these combined effects make the graphene temperature sensor switch from the linear region to the quadratic response
at higher temperatures.
The sensitivity of the sensors can be deduced from the slope
(resistance changeover external temperature change) of the linear
response. However, for the quadratic response, we can take the average
of resistance change after normalizing the resistance. Thus, the
fabricated Pt sensor shows a linear response with a sensitivity of
0.311 X/ C, whereas sensitivity increases to 0.8356 X/ C (260%
higher than that of the Pt sensor) for the SLG temperature sensor in
the linear regime (<210  C) (R2  0.991). This increased sensitivity
can be attributed to the higher resistance change and increased electron density in SLG. We have repeated the experiments with the LIG
temperature sensor for a higher temperature range of > 210  C and
observed similar patterns shown in Fig. 3(a), having a quadratic T2
dependence with R2  0.9871. Although a slight shift in the response
was noticed for both SLG and LIG around 450  C, it was not signiﬁcant enough to be taken as another regime. The normalized resistance
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sensitivities for SLG and LIG before (in the range of 210–450  C) and
after (>450  C) the shift were observed to be 1.829, 1.998, and
2.009/ C, respectively, concluding that the shift around the temperature is insigniﬁcant. Since LIG showed higher sensitivity, we have conducted other device characterization studies using LIG for salinity and
pH measurements at room temperature. The characterization of these
devices at elevated temperatures is not necessary as saline and chemical environments itself contribute as a harsh environment for the
sensors.
Recently, there has been increasing interest in monitoring the
ocean environment, which is another kind of harsh environment that
demands specialized sensors and communication systems for underwater monitoring applications.10,11,38 Seawater consists of different
elements that help in maintaining and sustaining the marine life and
ecosystem. Each element has a deﬁning effect on the sustenance of
ocean life. Conductivity (salinity) is one of the critical elements that
regulate marine life behavior, and hence, the majority of biologging
devices used for marine life explorations measure temperature, depth,
and conductivity (salinity). There have been recent demonstrations of
devices for such measurements using a ﬂexible sensing platform,
unlike trivial bulky, heavy, and invasive data logging devices. Here, we
fabricated an interdigitated graphene conductivity sensor to measure
the conductivity of the medium adapted from one of the recent demonstrations for the conductivity measurement and have achieved
improved results. The conductive solutions were prepared manually in
the lab by mixing different concentrations of salt in DI water, resulting
in solutions ranging from 0 to 40 PSU (practical salinity unit), and
compared the response. We have observed that the response of LIGbased conductivity sensors show a similar response to the increase in
salinity by decreasing the resistance between the electrodes due to
ionic conduction through the medium [Fig. 3(c)]. We have observed
95% more sensitivity in LIG-based conductivity sensor than thinmetal based design (6.81 kX PSU1 vs 4.87 kX PSU1) previously
reported. The sensitivity can further be increased by having more ﬁngers and reducing the spacing between ﬁngers in the interdigitated pattern. Furthermore, copper is prone to easy oxidation and corrosion
under normal conditions as well. Thus, graphene can serve as a better
alternative for marine environment applications as well.
The human body can also be considered as a harsh environment
as bioﬂuids inside the body pose constraints on the implantable devices. Tremendous research activities are going for designing wearable
and implantable physiological monitoring devices, and recently, pH
sensing has become important using a variety of functional material
and electrochemical approaches. Our pH sensor design resembles a
potentiometric electrochemical sensor; however, the difference is in its
passive performance (or physical sensing) unlike active material-based
potentiometric pH sensors that can be used only once. The two electrodes adjacent to the central electrode are used for calibration and
reducing the noise in the measurements. We used a small 3D-printed
cube well and attached it to the area of interest on the sensor using
uncured PDMS and let it cure at a low temperature of 60  C for 1.5 h.
This well is to contain the medium (solution) for which the pH is measured. pH solutions were prepared by adding buffer solutions in the
DI water, and the corresponding resistance change was observed due
to the change in the pH of the medium. We have manually added and
removed the solution, and hence, the discrete readings can be observed
in Fig. 3(d). A consistent increase in the resistance is observed as the
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pH increases from 2 to 10. Although we have not observed a perfectly
linear or quadratic (exponential) relationship, from the plot, we can
conclude it to be discretely linear or linear in multiple regimes. We
believe that this can be attributed to the errors in manual experimentation where solution residues may remain even after proper cleaning
off from the sample. If an overall linear trendline is interpolated from
the recordings, then the linear response shows the sensitivity of 1.257
MX 6 0.087 MX/pH with a coefﬁcient of determination (COD)
R2 ¼ 0.963 fairly close to unity for establishing a linear response.
A ﬂexible multisensory platform (graphene-skin) is demonstrated using graphene for sensing applications in harsh-environment
conditions. High-temperature, conductivity (salinity), and pH sensors
were fabricated on a ﬂexible polymer substrate (PDMS and PI) sheet
using two different easy to follow approaches of transfer free ﬂexible
SLG graphene on the polymer and laser scribing-based LIG. Electrical
characterization of the high-temperature sensor revealed that we can
use graphene as a temperature sensor for a high-temperature environment (up to 650  C), which was limited by the thermal limits of the
polymer substrate only. Combining the standard technique of
polymer-assisted transfer and converting silicon (or other materials
that withstand high temperatures like SiC and GaN) into a ﬂexible
substrate, this range of operation can be further increased. SLG and
LIG-based temperature sensors showed two distinct regions of operation when used for temperature sensing, linear behavior for temperatures <210  C, and thermistor-like behavior for higher temperatures.
This property can be used for a variety of interesting applications. The
sensitivity observed for the linear region was found to be 260%
higher than standard Pt-based RTD, establishing the better choice
material. Also, salinity and pH sensors for an ocean-like harshenvironment have been reported here with improved performances
compared to the existing metallic counterparts recently reported.
We believe that graphene has huge potential for exploring further
emerging applications in harsh environments. Additionally, direct
integration of sensors with the acquisition system will play a key role
in monitoring applications, where heterogeneous materials, processes,
and designs can be seamlessly integrated on a single platform to give a
standalone system.
This publication is based upon the work supported by the
King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST),
Ofﬁce of Sponsored Research (OSR), under Award No. REP/1/
2707-01-01.
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